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Why EMERGE is needed now, more than
ever
COVID-19 has revealed the need for digital transformation and the
gap in the market regarding qualitative and spot on training
material for empowering female engineers.
We have designed our training material based on the feedback we
hadvereceived from experts and end users from all over Europe. Based on
their preferences and our expertise we had created 9 tailored Modules that
really can make a difference. And now it’s the time for you to test them!
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TRY SOMETHING
UNIQUE

EMPOWER YOURSELF

CHANGE YOUR LIFE

With state of the art
knowledge created by
experts in their field

By starting your
entrepreneurial journey
in engineering sector

9 modules that cover
every aspect
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It is constituted by
concrete
innovative highquality content is
delivered through
a multitude of
ways, examples
and learning
topics with
relevant tips,
goals, examples of
pedagogic
strategies,
teaching materials
and case studies.
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What pilot testers say about our material
“Definitions and illustrations are very clear and even theirselves they tell the story of the module.
Also language is very clear so that non-natives can also understand the content” - Respondent No4
“With the base knowledge the course provided, it is much more easy to understand domestic
approaches to the topics. Also it is helpful to be able to think outside of the box.” - Respondent
No23
“I liked the way the digital tools were presented - briefly, concisely and transparently.” - Respondent
No38
“It covers everything i need” - Respondent No51

Still not persuaded ? Then try it yourself
Enter our Open Education Repository through the following link.

Emerge Modules
We are changing the scene
‣ M1: Engineering Entrepreneurship, where
are the women?
‣ M2: Validate Your Business Start Up Idea
‣ M3: Unlock your Entrepreneurial Brilliance
‣ M4: Undertaking a proof of Concept Process
‣ M5: Choose your Business Model
‣ M6: Marketing for Success
‣ M7: Get External Support

Join our community at
http://www.emergeengineers.eu/ in
order to find more news and find out
about the placement opportunities that
we offer. Maybe it is your chance! Grab
it!

‣ M8: Financing – Getting Investor Ready
‣ M9: Collaboration for Success
The above modules have been downloaded in
less than a month by more than 200 females! If
you are interested to get access to them simply
click on the link.
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